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The changes at a glance
The driving test will change from Monday 4 December
2017. The changes are designed to make sure new drivers
have the skills they need to help them through a lifetime of
safe driving.
All car driving tests taken from 4 December 2017 will follow the new format.
This includes if:
• your pupil fails a test before then, and retakes it from 4 December 2017
• your pupil’s test is cancelled or moved for any reason, and their new test
date is from 4 December 2017

1. Independent driving will increase to 20 minutes
The independent driving part of the test currently lasts around 10 minutes.
This part of the test will be made longer, so it’ll last around 20 minutes roughly half of the test.
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2. Following directions from a
sat nav
During the independent driving part of the
test, most candidates will be asked to follow
directions from a sat nav.
They’ll be able to ask the examiner for
confirmation of where they’re going if they’re
not sure.
It won’t matter if they go the wrong way,
unless they make a fault while doing it.
One in 5 driving tests won’t use a sat nav.
Your pupil will need to follow traffic signs
for around 20 minutes instead.
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3. Reversing manoeuvres will be
changed
We’ll ask your pupil to do one of these:
• parallel park at the side of the road
• park in a bay - either driving in and
reversing out, or reversing in and driving
out (the examiner will tell them which)
• pull up on the right-hand side of the road,
reverse for 2 car lengths and rejoin the
traffic
The manoeuvre can be done during the
independent driving part of the test.
The ‘reverse around a corner’ and
‘turn-in-the-road’ manoeuvres will no longer
be tested, but you should still teach them.
The slow control and accuracy skills will then
transfer to learning the revised manoeuvres.
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4. Answering the ‘show me’
question while driving
The examiner will ask the ‘show me’ question
(where your pupil shows how they’d carry out
a safety task) while your pupil is driving.
For example, they might ask your pupil to
show how they’d wash the windscreen using
the car controls and wipers.
The ‘show me’ question can be asked during
the independent driving part of the test.
The ‘tell me’ question (where your pupil
explains how they’d carry out a safety task)
will still be asked at the start of the test,
before your pupil starts driving.
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Pass mark, length of test and cost
not changing
The pass mark is staying the same. So, your
pupils will pass if they make no more than 15
driving faults and no serious or dangerous
faults.
The examiner will still assess the test in the
same way, and the same things will still count
as faults.
The overall time of the driving test won’t
change. It will still take around 40 minutes.
The driving test cost will also stay the same.
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Why the changes are being made
Road collisions are the biggest killer of young people.
They account for over a quarter of all deaths of those aged
between 15 and 19.
Most fatal collisions happen on rural or high-speed roads (not including
motorways). We want your pupils to spend more time driving on these roads
with you, and during the test. This will better prepare them for driving on
their own.
Changing the manoeuvres we test means we won’t need to spend
a disproportionate amount of time in quieter side roads. The revised
manoeuvres can be carried out more naturally during the test.
Using a sat nav will also help us to use better test routes with different types
of roads. We currently rely on areas with suitable traffic signs - which are
often urban and built-up areas.
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Using a sat nav means we won’t be
restricted to using test routes that rely
on traffic signs - so routes can include
more of the types of roads where most
fatal collisions happen.
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Research shows that 52% of car drivers have some form of sat nav. We want
new drivers to be trained to use them safely, so they always act on the basis
of what’s in front of them, and don’t just rely on the sat nav.
An essential part of driving is the ability to park safely. It can sometimes
be more convenient to drive forward into a parking bay, such as in a
supermarket car park when you need to load shopping.
It’s sometimes necessary to pull up on the right of a road, for example, if
there are double-yellow lines to the left, with a layby and shops on the right.
While it’s not best practice to park on the right, it is a legal manoeuvre
during daylight. New drivers need to know when it’s appropriate to use it,
and be trained to do it safely in appropriate situations. It’s an exercise that
will assess these essential skills:
• planning
• awareness of road users from behind and oncoming
• effective use of mirrors
• accuracy and control
• observation
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Sat nav: what you need to know
The examiner will provide the sat nav and set it up using
one of the stored test routes. The candidate won’t need to
touch it.
We’ll use a TomTom Start 52 for the test, but it doesn’t matter which sat nav
you teach with. It could be an in-built sat nav, a mobile phone app, or any
model of standalone sat nav.
It will help your pupil’s test run smoothly if you turn off your in-built sat
nav, or remove your standalone sat nav before their test. Leaving it on or in
the car could create an extra distraction, or make it difficult to set up the
examiner’s sat nav.
The examiner will position the sat nav appropriately and safely. In most
cases, we won’t fix it to the windscreen - it will be on a special dash-mat
so it doesn’t move or fall off. However, due to the design of some vehicles,
there will be some cases where we need to mount it to the windscreen.
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Powering the sat nav
The sat nav will be plugged into an external powerbank - we won’t plug it
into your car.

The screen and sound
The screen will be on throughout the test, but won’t show directions until
the independent driving part.
The screen will display the car’s speed, and the speed limit for the road.
However, your pupil should use the car’s speedometer and follow speed
limit signs. The examiner will only use the car’s speedometer reading.
The sound will be turned on for the independent driving part, unless your
pupil asks for it to be turned off.
We don’t expect the sat nav to stop working. But if it does, the examiner
will step in and give verbal directions for the rest of the independent driving
part.
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How each part of the test will work
To help you prepare for the changes, this section gives
more details about the instructions examiners will give for
each part of the test.
Pre-briefing at the start of the test
Here’s the new explanation driving examiners will give at the start of the
test.
“The test will last about 38 to 40 minutes and will include about 20
minutes of independent driving and various roads and traffic conditions.
I will ask you to complete one manoeuvre and we may carry out an
emergency stop. The sort of things you’ve been practising with your
instructor or accompanying driver.”
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The ‘tell me’ safety question
This question will still be asked at the test centre, before your pupil starts
driving. Here’s the new explanation that will be used.
“Now I’d like to ask you one question about your vehicle and other
matters relating to vehicle safety. The second question will be a ‘show
me’ question on the move.
“If you’d like to make yourself comfortable in your car now please, I’ll join
you in a moment.”
The full set of possible ‘tell me’ questions is on GOV.UK.
Your pupil will still need to open the bonnet for some of these questions.
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The ‘show me’ safety question
This question will be asked while your pupil is driving.
It can be asked at any time during the test, including during the
independent driving part.
The examiner will ask the question in a location which gives your pupil
enough chance to demonstrate the safety check. Here’s the instruction
they’ll give.
“When it’s safe, could you show me…”
If they aren’t sure how to do it, the examiner will ask them to pull in when it’s
safe and appropriate, and then ask them to find the control.
The examiner will be able to ask pupils with special needs to pull in before
asking the question so they can explain what they need to do.
The full set of ‘show me’ questions is on GOV.UK.
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Independent driving
The examiner will ask your pupil to pull over before starting the independent driving
part of the test. At this point, the examiner will select and start the route if using a sat
nav.
Here’s the instruction examiners will give when starting the independent driving part
of the test with a sat nav.
“Shortly I’d like you to drive for some distance independently. I’d like you to follow
a series of directions from the sat nav please. Continue to follow the sat nav until I
tell you otherwise. Drive on when you’re ready.”
One in 5 tests will be following traffic signs, and not directions from a sat nav. The
instruction given for these will still be as follows.
“Shortly, I’d like you to drive for some distance independently. I’d like you to follow
the traffic signs for [location] please. Continue to follow the signs until I tell you
otherwise. Drive on when you’re ready.”
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Pull up on the right and reverse
Here’s the instruction examiners will give to your pupil while they’re driving (they
won’t pull over first to give the instruction).
“Pull up on the right when it is safe to do so, please.
“I’d now like you to reverse back for about 2 car lengths, keeping reasonably close
to the kerb.”
If another vehicle pulls up behind the car and stops your pupil from reversing back,
the manoeuvre won’t be completed. The examiner will ask your pupil to drive on, and
another exercise will be carried out later in the test.
If a vehicle pulls up in front, the exercise will continue. If the vehicle blocks your
pupil’s view, the examiner will control the situation and give them appropriate advice.
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Parking in a bay
We’ll use a wide variety of car parks for the bay parking exercise, such as hotels, retail
parks and supermarkets. We’re finding suitable car parks for each test centre.
The examiner will ask your pupil to park in a bay - either driving in and reversing out,
or reversing in and driving out (the examiner will tell them which).
Here’s the instruction they’ll give to drive forward into a parking bay.
“I’d like you to drive forward into a convenient parking bay finishing within the
lines, either to the left or the right (if the car park allows it).
“Now, I’d like you to reverse out either to the left or the right (if the car
park allows it).”
Your pupil doesn’t need to park in a bay where there are vehicles in adjacent bays.
Your pupil can’t drive through a first parking bay, and then park in a bay directly in
front of that. When they reverse out, they can’t go into any bays behind them.
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Useful to know
Units 1.2, 1.3, 2.2 and 4.2 of the national
standard for driving cars set out what
drivers must know and be able to do to use
a sat nav safely.
Unit 6.4 of the national standard for driver
and rider training states that you must
know how to safely integrate the use of sat
nav into an on-road lesson and the sorts of
problems that drivers can have when using
them.
The standard tells you everything you must
be able to do to provide training.
Find out more at
www.gov.uk/dvsa/driving-standards
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More detailed information and videos about the changes
are available on the Despatch blog for driving instructors.

despatch.blog.gov.uk
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